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Management of hotel operations is a glistening alarm
for an industrious benchmark
Dr. Rudrarup Gupta
Abstract
The worthy concept of “Management” is having a wide-ranging occupational mileage because it is a
significant commercial practice where a group of people try to accomplish their collective assignments
from the core of an exclusive occupational objective not only to reach but to elevate the communal
glory. Most importantly it is undoubtedly apropos for most exquisite “Hotel Industry” as well. Because
it is an exclusive industry for massive public reception and the wonderful legacy of mutually exclusive
bonding. This industry may ensure the worthy appeal of business and its impactful management. But
the fact is that the splendour of commerce where both leaders and followers are in a prior position to
build an exclusive avenue of business skills, writing skills, presentation skills and the skill of great
occupational harmony indeed. As a result the concept of man management, beverage, housekeeping
and public reception will be undoubtedly refined and the communal enrichments and those are purely
imperative for this industry to be grown up within a very short while. That is why that shall have to
entrench an exclusive “Management Cell” where all the advocacy trainings will be comprehensively
conducted in a hotel because it has a great organizational set up which is going to be undoubtedly
analysed through their communal research. The point is they need to inculcate an exclusive concept of
“Mass Psychology” and their present day tastes and preferences. The academic curriculum will have to
be made in this regard where mindfulness, well being of public, family upbringing, communal
advancement and public psychology will have to be dealt with. That is how the concept of “Hotel
Management” will be in a very different shape not only to hold the best industrious glamour but to
restyle the utmost societal resplendence indeed.
Keywords: Hotel operations, b. hotel and tourism, c. vision of business leaders, d. consequences of
hotel management
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Introduction
The concept of “Hotel Management” is one of the recognised concepts in all over the globe
at the very recent time. Because most of the veteran business leaders have conceptualised the
same just do expand their most crucial commercial revenues in both national and
international standing. On the other hand, leaders have collectively decided to incorporate
one more very riveting concept of “Tourism” as well. The fact is that plenty of tourists do
travel in all across the globe and they invariably need hotels to accommodate their selves
during their various trips. Therefore all the hotel owners try to provide the best occupational
services to their clients who do come from different provinces of the globe. This is how they
do ensure the sound base of clients in enriching their most popular business in a very
conforming manner. In other words hotel industry creates their worthwhile business demands
through providing their noticeable hospitalities right from day one.
Hotel managers do provide the following privileges:
1. Soothing Accommodation: Hotel managers try to arrange the most eco-friendly
accommodation for the people and that is absolutely hazardless in all the regards. People
do feel truly cosy and undoubtedly comfortable not only to stay for a couple of days but
they are really able to concentrate upon their most crucial job assignments in the end. It
gives them the extensive pleasure at the end of the day.
2. Profound Reservation: It is indeed very important at all from the perspective of all the
tourists. Because they can have the most vital reservation through online and absolutely
at a very reasonable rate indeed. This system provides an additional satisfaction to them
not only to ensure the same but it is absolutely conducive from the perspective of
commercial revenue.
3. Reliability: It matters a lot. Because people do come from the different places to stay for
a while. In this regard, hotel representatives do preserve their needful identity proofs
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very carefully and they are trained enough to cooperate
with their business clients in case of any further
problem and difficulty. This is how those
representatives do serve and they do gain their
upstanding business goodwill.
Quality of Foods and Beverages: Hotel supervisors do
emphasize upon the same because it is one of the prime
focuses for the visitors in connection with their fine
health and safety. That is why the quality of foods and
beverages are always very high and satisfactory at the
same point of time.
Facility of Recreations: Visitors really do focus upon
the same because recreation brings out the inspirational
energies and it refreshes the brain as well. That is why
hotel representatives do provide this extensive
opportunity specially the connection of free internet,
swimming pool, free phone calls and so on. That is why
tourists do search the hotels of these kinds just to
cherish their most invaluable times like this in a very
befitting dimension.

Rodrigues Joao Paulo has expressed his most valuable view
points in one of the published articles entitled: A Systematic
Literature Review on Hospitality Analysis (2020), any hotel
involves such systems through which growth of data is
generated in the end.
Successful market leaders have really been connecting with
“Government” not only to alive this most enthralling “Hotel
Sector” but to generate the extensive commercial revenues
within the stipulated time frame indeed. As a result the
entire revenue from “Hotel Industry” shall definitely be very
healthy for the amicable growth of business in all over the
nation without any second thought. This is how both
organizational leaders and societal leaders have been
merged together to devote for this flashing industry right at
this moment. On the other hand, this is the best industrious
trend to enhance the national legacy through overcoming
most of the difficulties at all.
The supreme importance of hotel management
1. Satisfactory Growth of Business: Business leaders have
been doing some extensive surveys and based upon the
same they have found that “Hotel Industry” is providing
the highest amount of business revenue which is
absolutely strengthen in nature. Therefore, both the
leaders and followers are truly blissful to come in put
their collective efforts in this enlightening industry for
both individual advancement and the overall upbringing
of a nation.
2. Life Style: It is indeed very natural hotel sector is
bringing out some of the exclusive changes in our
present day life style indeed. We have really been
fascinated through various travels and the wide-ranging
individual nicety of different hotels in all across the
globe.
3. Opportunity of Experiential Learning: Exponents who
do join in this magnificent hotel industry they can have
various opportunities for experiments specially cooks.
They do so as per their own perceptions. It is called
“Experiential Learning”. As a matter of the fact is they
do generate additional confidence and satisfaction at the
end of the day. That is how they do build the strong
foundation not only for their individual settlement but
for the industrious prominence indeed.
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Exclusive Opportunity for a Job: It is exclusively
important for all the job seekers based upon present
scenario. In this regard, all those job seekers can have
the frequent opportunities as per their merits and
qualitative measures indeed. The main fact is that all
those aspiring candidates are automatically absorbed if
they cope up the professional protocol of this industry
within a short period of time.
Sound Academic and Professional Training: We have
already seen that plenty of institutes have been
established in all over India which provides the absolute
training about hotel management right now. Students
can have the best trainings and most significant
guidelines from the veteran leaders. As a result they do
produce a number of successful professionals who shall
be able to enhance the global image of this smart
industry in both national and international stature.

Adem Serhat has shared his inhabitable view points in one
of the published articles entitled: A Systematic Literature
Review on Hotel Design (2020), that the objective of this
study to find out the various of good hotel design. Most
importantly author has really emphasised upon consumer’s
emotion and self brand connection at the same time through
searching the effects of good quality hotel design.
Market researchers have brought out the concept of
“Tourism” based upon the global market demand. This
concept has the elasticity of demand at the very recent times
since we have got a number of travellers who have been
roaming all across the globe quite easily. It has been truly
profitable for the willing tourists in all the regards.
1. Standing of Life: Tourists do travel to another province
because they desire to spend absolutely in different
environments altogether. It brings out an absolute
relaxation more over some of them do contrite hard
upon some very crucial assignments in this sort of
relaxed environments. It is really conducive for them to
ensure their sound frame of mind and experiential
solidity at the same point of time.
2. Academic Vibrancy: It is indeed very important
because tourists do study a lot about various global
destinations and their different cultures as a hole. They
really do prepare their selves not only to visit a number
of provinces in all over the globe but deliver some
exclusive educational talks in different institutes where
“Tourism Management” is one of the vital subjects in
their curriculum. This is how this wonderful concept of
“Tourism” has been recognised in both national and
international platform.
3. Stability of Mind: It is indeed very true. Most
importantly people do suffer from plenty of both mental
and physical disorders due to massive work pressures at
all. That is why they need to go to different nice and
exiting places to relax their collective minds and to
enhance the level of collective energies at the same
time. This is how they will be getting rid of their
various psychological problems and they shall have the
hazardless life through tourism at all times.
4. Research and Developments: This is another very
thoughtful perspective. Plenty of researchers have been
doing their extensive researches based upon the impact
of tourism in the end. The prime focus is that
researchers shall be able to find some of the places with
elite cultural magnificence. It will be really conducive
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to establish their global network as well. Therefore, this
research study is having the diversified effects and as
per the comprehensive global research it shall create
encyclopaedic professional impact upon hotel industries
as well.
Business Goodwill: The concept of “Tourism” is such
an appealing affair which is truly helpful to increase the
volume of “Business Goodwill”. Business leaders are
quite hopeful to ensure the high-end commercial
revenue from both hotel and tourism industry because
global acceptance of both the industries is very high
from the perspective financial investment and
hospitality respectively.

11. https://fardapaper.ir/mohavaha/uploads/2020/08/Fardap
aper-Customer-relationship-management-research-inhospitality-industry-a-review-and-classification.pdf
12. https://search.bvsalud.org/global-literature-on-novelcoronavirus-2019-ncov/resource/en/covidwho1117722.

Singh Inder has deciphered his most significant observations
in one of the published articles entitled: A Review paper on
Hotel Industry-A Study of trend in Hospitality Industry and
The Types of Hotels (2019) that friendly behaviour is one of
the elevating attributes for traveller’s goals. The access of
this business largely depends upon high turnover of
vacationers.
Conclusion
Present scientific research perceives that both tourism and
hotel industry are really inter dependent upon each and
other. The professional expansion of tourism reflects upon
the invariable reliability of hotels and on the other hand, the
vivid promotion of all the hotels does depend upon the
compelling demand of tourism in all the regards. This is
how both the industry are constructing this elite
occupational foundation through some mutual provisions at
all times.
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